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Reprinted from the Bulletin uf the N.itural llintury Society u( New Briiiuwick,
No. XXXII. (Vol. VII.), 1917.

ARTICLE 11.

NOTES ON THE NATURAL HISTORY AND PHYSIO-
GRAPHY OF NEW BRUNSWICK.

By W. F. Ganong.

133.

—

The Gordon Falls, and the Assocl\ted Gorges, on

PoLLET River.

Among the many fine post-glacial falls and gorges which

New Brunswick so fortunately possesses, one of the most notable

occurs on the PoUet River near Elgin, in Albert County, Though
easily accessible by way of the railwa\- to Elgin, it is compara-

tively little known in the Province. I have made some study of

the place during two recent visits, with results herewith presented.

The earliest account of these falls that I have been able to

find is the following very appreciative description, given by a

surveyor, George N. Smith, in the year 1827, in a report

published in a British Blue-book on Emigration of 1828 (page

44):

Recrossed the Paulet River at the Falls, to which I had been attracted by
the noise of the cascade. It is one of the most pleasingly picturesque 1 ever

saw, and has an air of peculiar elegance; its height is ab(; .t thirty feet; the

rocks are amazingly grand; and the character of the banks above the fall,

and fine bit of distance, form a very perfect picture. I remained long enough

to take a sketch. There are many lesser falls. .

In 1863 Professor L. W. Bailey made a visit tc the place in

connection with his observation survey of the mineral deposits

of th<. Province, and in his Report on the Mines and Minerals of

New Brunswick, 1864, page 34, he gives so appreciative, accurate,

and expressive a description of the Falls and their surroundings

that it should here be quoted in full

:

The gorge at and below the Falls, is a very wild and romantic one. The
hills on both sides are high, almost mountainous, and thickly wooded to their

105
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Then it turns abruptly at right angles to the left, after which it
widens a ''^tle, the walls fall off somewhat, and the stieanx
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Lieutenant-Governor of the Province. Mr. McClelan himself,

now living in honoured retirement at Riverside, is my authority,

and he has added in a letter, of October 14, 1914:

The Ijasin of water at t!ic foot of tliu cascade aflortled a bathing iilace,

which some of tlie part\ enj(n ed greatly, and I made the oliservatioa tha' the
falls be allied the "Gordon Falls" and tlie name has remained.

The accompanying map is drawn from a sketch-survey of

my own, made in July, 1914. The angles, taken b\- good
compass, are approximately correct; but because 6f the rough
and mostly inaccessible character of the valley walls, the
distances could only rarely be measured (by pacing and inter-

sections therefrom), but perforce are mostly estimated, and
hence liable to considerable error. The reader versed in

physiography will at once note the unusual fact (the one which
Jed me to study the place with some care), that the principal

Fall is not at the head of the gorge, as usually is the case, but
midway of its course, though the explanation of this seeming
anomaly is quite obvious, as will presently appear.

Pollet River rises on the plateau surface of the Southern
Highlands of New Brunswick, flows northward, drops abruptly
to the much lower Carboniferous Plain, and enters the Petit-

codiac ; and it is on the fall line that the Fall and gorge occur.
Approaching the Fall, the beautifully clear River forms rapids
over ledges and boulders in a valley deeply cut among wild
wooded hills, and then, at the Iron Bridge a mile from the
Village of Elgin, it drops into a deep wild, vertical-walled narrow
gorge cut into hard schistose slates of early geological age. A
little below the bridge occurs an abrupt fall of several feet, now
improved by log slides for lumbering purposes, evidently the
remnant of the greater fall which has cut this gorge. Downward
the gorge is narrow, wild and rugged, with vertical woods-
crowned cliff walls, backed by abrupt hills; while the inacces-
sible torrential water-course completely fills its floor. In most
respects it resembles strikingly the well-known gorge of the
Grand Falls of the St. John, though of course much smaller.
Then it turns abruptly at right angles to the left, after which it

widens a little, the walls fall off somewhat, and the streanx
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becomes quiet almost to a Stillwater; and thus it continues
down to the end of the slates and a cross valley, marked by a
sloping field on the western bank. Just at the turn, however,
occurs one of the most striking features of the place,— the little

Gibson Brook, which, coming out of the lofty hills on the east,

falls into the main stream in a gorge so narrow and deep as to
form no more than a cleft. But in this cleft occur three vertical

falls, of which two can be seen quite clearly in a very fine view
to be had from the opposite bank of the River.

The schists and slates end abruptly at the cross valley,

which is simply a gash in the hills filled with gravel drift. On
the east the bank is steep, but on the west is a well-farmed slope
centering in a little brook. Below, the cliffs again appear, but
now are composed of coarse red conglomerate, showing that the
cross valley is only a contact line between two very dissimilar

formations.

In the conglomerate, which is evidently softer, as a whole,
than the schists and slates above, the gorge is prevailingly much
wider. At first it is shallow, but soon the river plunges over the
Gordon Falls, a nearly vertical drop of some twenty feet, in

three separate narrow channels between flat ledges. The place
is strikingly fine, for the beautiful fall is set in rugged surround-
ings of red conglomerate ledges and cliffs crowned by green
woods, while the water itself, charmingly green-clear in the
clean pools, is a perpetual joy.

Immediately below the Fall is the typical pool, and then a
narrow pitch between flat conglomerate ledges, after which the
river widens greatly and flows rather quietly between its great
vertical cliff walls. Soon it swings around to tJie left and enters

a quiet reach where the cliffs become lower. Then follow more
flat ledges with a small fall, and a new part of the gorge begins.

The explanation of the apparently anomalous position of

Gordon Falls in relation to the gorges as a whole thus becomes
plain. The gorge in the conglomerate and the gorge in the
slates are not morphologically one but two, placed end to end
and meeting in the cross valley. They have had an independent
though simultaneous development, and the principal falls in
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each case are in the normal and usual positions near their heads
With the flat ledges and small fall last mentioned a third

distinct part of the gorge begins. Here the conglomerate walls
are spaced well apart, and the gorge has a floor of great flat
conglomerate ledges, into which, in a very narrow irregular
channel containing many rapick and falls, the river is dceplv
cutting. Here are found the subterranean channels of which
Professor Bailey speaks. For the most part this new channel
lies close against the much loftier, and often overhanging western
cliffs. Furthermore and this is a striking and important matter
the highest falls in this new secondary channel are not near its
upper but its lower end, the highest of all lying at its very'foot
It seems very clear that this part of the gorge displavs two
stages of evolution;—/irs/, the larger gorge with its rock bottom
(now the ledges), was formed either by a fall near its head now
extinct, or else as is more likely, by the Gordon Falls- and
second, some very recent geological change, whether removal of
a barrier, formation of fault line, or the like, is permitting the
River to begin the cutting of a new narrow secondary channel
into the older rock floor. Thus we see the beginning of a
phenomenon which has advanced a great deal farther in the
case of the double gorges of the Sevogle River (Note No 106 in
this Bulletin, V, 1906, 54^). In the latter case I attributed to
the larger gorge an interglacial origin, thinking that only the
smaller is post glacial; but this explanation obviouslv cannot
apply in the present instance.

The contrast between the parts of the gorge, or rather
between the gorges, below and above Gordon Falls could hardly
be greater. Of course, in large part this difference rests upon the
different hthological structure of the two places In this
connection Professor Bailey has recently written me as follows
(under date November 9, 1913:)

"I am myself very familiar with the locality, having visited it frequently

; \u\' M,
° ^^" '.^^"^^ *° '^ '" "^^ '^""'^« both in and out of college

for the fine .llustration ,t affords of the influence of geological structure uponthe topographica effects of erosion.- the contrast between the comparatively
wide and open valley at the lower Falls, with the lateral undermining of coarKconglomerates and formation of pot-holes and (as we thought), small subter-
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without the milldam, a rapid would exist at this place, but there
IS no room for a fall

; and here we have a case of a gorge which is
complete, with its causative fall extinct. It is, however, but
short -merely the distance through a high narrow rock ridge
which here crosses the course of the river,- and below it the
valley widens out and issues from the hills to begin its open
cou.se across the carboniferous plain to the Petitcodiac

Reviewing the gorges as a whole, it becomes evident that we
are concerned not with one but at least three, and perhaps four,
all aligned in the same valley, but largely independent of one
another in their development. Presumably each of the three
(or four) parts would exhibit substantially its present character-
istics were the others not existent.

We ask of course the pre-glacial condition of this part of the
river. That this great valley contained a river in pre-glacial
times there can be no doubt. But although I sought for pre-
glacial channels, I could not find them, at least with any
certainty, and I doubt if any exist. In case of the uppermost
gorge there seems no room Lc a pre-glacial channel; and I
believe that the river flowed originally on the rock floor now
represented by the rocky flat into which the gorge is cut and
over which runs the highway road from Elgin. The lower
gorges may be paralleled by buried pre-glacial channels, con-
cealed under the great level terraces which here form so striking
a feature of the valley, though here also I doubt, except perhaps
in case of the lowermost. But this matter must await the study
of some future expert physiographer, whose monographic
investigation of this place will yield both profit and pleasure in
plenty. For him I leave my greetings.

134.—The Great Snowstorm of June 5, 1914, in Central
New Brunswick.

One day in August, 1914, when coming through the woods
of central New Brunswick, I met Henry Braithwaite, our
premier woodsman, on one of his own trails not far from the
Crooked Deadwater. He told me many matters of interest
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Fredericton, who was also in the woods at the time, found
eighteen inches of snow at his camp on the morning of the sixth

of June, and also estimates a fall of full\- two feet The song
birds were entirely killed in his vicinity. Mr. Arthur Pringle,

who was also in the woods at the time, noted the same phenomena
precisely. He says that nearly all of the summer birds were
kille^, especially Warblers and Swamp Robins. Mr. George E.
Gough confirms independently the evidence of the others.

The only record in our annals of a comparable storm, so far

as I know, is contained in Dr. VV. O. Raymond's paper on
Madawaska published in the Collections of the New Brunswick
Historical Society, III, 1914, 413, where he writes, speaking of

the year 1816:

"In the Mad'.waska r^on snow fell on the 7th June, to a depth of

nine inches. The spring birds from the south were chilled and died in large
numbers and crops were evei-ywhere destroyed."

135.

—

The Movement of the Head of Tide on New
Brunswick Rivers.

The many great river valleys of New Brunswick exhibit in

their approach to the sea the distinctive character known
physiographically as "drowned"; that is to say. owing to a
subsidence of the land since their formation, the tide flows far

inland along them. The distance thereof varies from little all

the way up to a full ninety miles in the case of the Saint John.
On the Fundy sloj)e the smaller rivers for the most part possess

such a structure that the tide ends against a waterfall, as
described already in these Notes (No. 8 in this Bulletin, IV,

1898, 52); but along the North Shore, on the contrary, the
rivers mostly lack such falls, and the tide meets the fresh water
very gradually on valley bottoms which are almost level. On
these rivers, accordingly, the tide head must shift considerably
with any change in the level of the land in relation to the sea.

I have long been interested in this subject, partly for its own
sake, and partly for its possible bearing upon the still-vexed
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.bridge-building, lumbering operations, or other purely artificial

cause, since the plans were drawn.

While the exact head of tide is thus diflicult to determine, I

believe that in practice its location is roughly marked by one

or the other of three features,

—

first, the uppermost clearly

perceptible lifting of the fresh water level ; second, the lowermost

rapid that is "drowned out;" and third, the presence of witer-

logged wood which is usually abundant at the place where the

ordinary tides make a deadwater of the river.

The data which I have to present are the following

:

The Saint John. The head of the tide on the main river i:,,

as well known, somewhat above Springhill, six m'les aoove

Fredericton, and therefore ninet>- miles from the s»^a. The
tide ends against rapids, as Professor Duff has described in this

Bulletin, XV, 1897, 70, where he shows from measurement a

tidal range, at Springhill, approaching five inches. The Foulis

Report on a survey of the Saint John made in 1825 (published

in Journals of the House ofAssembly for 1836-7, Appendix No. 18),

reads thus in connection with Springhill,
—"The channel [going

upwards], shoals to six feel, but soon again deepens to seven,

ten, twelve, and fourteen, to the foot of Chapel Bar, this being

the highest pa.c of the river where the influence of the ocean's

tides are felt, which vary from two to seven inches." I made
some examination of this place, from this point of view, in early

September, 1916. Chapel Bar appears to be the ola name for

the long gravel bar which lies between the head of Hart's Island

[the Island just off Springhill] and the mainland on th^ south,

over which bar falls the lowest heavy rip on the River. Below

these rips comes a deadwater pool, extending down to Springhill

village, and in this pool, I was told by a resident, the influence

of th§ tide can occasionally be seen at very low stages of the

river, though the range, he thought, was only some two inches

or so; and it never runs above the rapids. It would seem clear

from the evidence that the highest tides die out against the rips

over Chapel Bar.
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railroad siding stands on the bank, dome half mile .ilntve the

railroad bridge and nearly three miles above the forks. In thy

pool opposite the siding I found some trr -^^ of tidal action,

while below are no more rips, and scxiden banKs and wai-r-logged

wood are frequent. Hence I inferred that the very highes'.

tides affect the deadwater pool at the South Branch station, and
die out against some rips a short quarter of ii mile above, though

ordinary tides probably do not reach much, if any, above the

railroad bridge. Since my return, I have found these deductions

fully confirmed by local testimony, for, in response to my written

inquiry, Mr. P. J. Smith, postmaster at Central Blissville, has

written me, "The tide ebbs and flows in South Branch Oromocto
River as far up as SoMth Branch siding on spring tide," and adds

that ordinarily "the ebb and flow of the tide does not pass the

Railway bridge, and would be only a few inches, not more than

say three inches."

As to the West Branch, the tide head is less easy to identify

because of the much heavier rush of water through the narrow

intervale channels, with consequcit removal of the best signs.

Going upward, however, the many traces of tidal influence are

found to occur for a good thrc a-quai ters of a mile, and seemingly

as high as a place on the left or north bank where occurs a hne
clean sand beach and bar, just above which com-^s a heav>' rip

over gravel. The place is further marked by the entrance of a

creek on the right bank,—a cut around an island, I think. I

infer that the very highest tides reach this sand beach and die

out against the rip, while ordinary tides would not reach so far,

though I have not been able to test my deductions by local

inquiry. A sand flat, where the river current is checked by the

opposing lift of the tide, may indeed constitute another good
sign of tide head.

The Washademoak. In descending this river by canoe, a
few yean ago, I thought I saw evidences of the head of tide a

little above Ingleden's Islands, four miles above Coles Island;

but, as I have recorded in Note 131 (this Bulletin, VII, 1913, 20),

Mr. I. T. Hetherington, who has mzid.e special :*
. l this

question, and who, as he lives at Jenkins, a few m. ; > jw, has
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Petitcodiac. The phenomena in this river are of special

interest on account of its well known great tidal range. In

Note 127 of this series occurs the following statement;
—

"I have
been toUl, also, by the residents of the Petitcodiac that the head

of tide on that river has moved over a mile up the river within

historic times." Seeking confirmation or otherwise of this

•tatemcnt, I have been able to find but a single plan marking

tide head on this river; but that is imi>ortant. In the Inter-

colonial offices at Monctoii are preserved the original plans ol

6alishurjf

Scale.

Imxlc Ce J inch

to show tht position cl-

tht hea3 (^ tide, ok

itt Fetitcoaiac Ri¥er
Ccmpiled by WFGarwif

the surveys made in 1847 for the St. John to Shediac, now the

Intercolonial railway, and on one of these, made by John
Wilkinson, most careful and competent of New Brunswick

surveyors, the words "Head of Ordinary Tides" is marked
about half v/ay between the mouth of Coverdale River and the

Salisbury Bridge (see accompanying map). Now there is no
question whatever that the head of ordinary tides today liea

above the Salisbury Bridge, so that we seem to have good
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H

n I

confirmation of the local statement that the head of tide is
moving up stream.

On July 24, 1914, I was able to make a study, long eagerly
anticipated, of the present head of tide on this river I
descended the Petitcodiac from Pollet River in my canoe
carefully examining all signs, as far as the highway bridge at
Salisbury, which is well within tidal influence; and thence I
returned up the river, carefully re-observing the various points.

• ^t the Salisbury highway bridge the tide ranges nearly a
foot, as shown by the several inches of red slimy mud of the
typical Petitcodiac sort, rising above the stony beaches to the
grassy intervale. At low tide and a good pitch of water the
river runs swiftly in rips down to this bridge, the bottom beine
stony with mud only in the shelter of the stones, whence it can
be raised in a cloud by the canoe pole. Up stream the mud
along shore ..nd in sheltered hollows of the bottom becomes less
abundant but is still plain for a half mile, to the beginning of a
long steep red bank on the north shore, (see the accompanying
map) where, at low tide, there occurs a stony rip or rapids
the shores meantime presenting the sodden appearance which
one comes to associate with tide heads. Above this bank is a
quiet reach, again with sodden banks, but with none of the mud
except m a small cove on the south side, where I found traces of
the typical Petitcodiac variety-, which goes only with the salt
water. Hereabouts, also, occurs some of the water-logged wood
'hich IS another of the marks of tide head. Then follows avery sma 1 rip, and finally a quiet pool at the foot of the long

island called Wright's Island. Here, however, the river has
wholly a fresh-water aspect, with no sign of tide that I could seeAt the foot of Wright's Island, I had the good fortune tomeet a well-informed and interested resident who gave me some
welcome information. He said that the ordinary tides show no
effect upon the fresh water at this place, but that several timesa year, especially in late summer or early fall, the tide does backup the fresh water in the pool at the foot of the Island. The
matter depends much on the height of the water in the river-
If the river is high no change is visible, but if low then the tide

i^lpX^
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backs up so as to check the current. Occasionally the mud,
showing the influence of salt, or at least brackish, water is seen

in the quiet reach just below, but has never within his knowledge
reached the pool opposite his house except on one occasion, about
ten years ago, when on an extremely high tide the mud became
visible there. Furthermore, once in a great while, a combination
of an extraordinarily high tide with very low water in the river

will partially or even v^holly drown out the marked rips between
the foot of Wright's Island and the north bank of the river; but
that is the extreme lii.iit of known tidal influence. He has no
reason to believe that the head of the tide is advancing up the
river.

Memramcook. The tide runs very near to Calhoun's Mill,

perhaps to the mill clam itself, as may be seen from the railroad.

Misseguash and Tantramar. References to tide head occur

in an account of the Salt Marshes in the Botanical Gazette,

XXXVI, 1903, 170-2.

Biictouche. The tide ends at Coates Mill, against a mill dam,
some twelve miles up this River, as mentioned (in part) in Note
1.32, this Bulletin, VII, 1913, 35. It ends also against a milldam
on the Shediac, and probably on others of the North Shore

rivers.

Richibucto. The tide head lies high up this river, some
twenty-five miles above the town, and only about five from the

railroad; but I have not yet had opportunity to study it.

Koiichibouguac. I was told at this village in 1906 that

formerly the tide ran to the Salmon Hole, a mile above the

highway bridge, though now, owing to changes made by the

mills, it runs only half a mile al)ovp the bridge.

Miramichi, Main Southwest. In Note 127 (this Bulletin, VI,

1912, 45'), I mentioned,—"a survey plan and document, later

to be published in the Collections of the New Brunswick Historical

Society, which shows that the head of tide on the Main Southwest

Miramichi in 1786 la>- considerably below its present position.
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SthoolNaufL
Kapids

which is close to the mouth of the Renous, or a little aboveThe plan marks 'Rapids' nearly half a mile bdow TheRenous, where now the tide flows without any break." This
particular map was not,
finally, reproduced in the
Collections above mention-
ed (viz.. Vol. Ill, 1914)
but I have it now in my
possession. The map, (the
original of which is in the
"Land Memorials " belong-
ing to the New Brunswick
Government), was made by
soiTu- person familiar with
the topography of that
region; and as these rapids
had a connection with the
salmon fishery, then the
chief industry of Mirami-
chi, their location was
doubtless marked with
considerable accuracy.
But unless both my obser-
vation and my information
are in error, there is now
no noticeable rapid at that
place. Locally the head of
tide is now placed between
Indian Brook and the Ren-

*;^„H 1 • ^=**=>^ °"s> while extremelv hieh

If' r r'°^'''"^
*° '"" ^ "«'^ ^bove the latter. I haveseen the statement in print that Old Squaw Rock a consnTuous boulder in the middle of the River'well above the mTuth'of the Renous, marks the head of tide.

wesfaTde*';if
*'"''

I'^'^'T'
"^^'^ "^^^ ^^^^ ^he North-

Z^L^1\ 7^ *^^ '''"^^^ °^ '^^d Bank. On an earlvundated large-scale plan showing Indian Reserves, in the Crown
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Land Office, the head of tide is marked in the middle of the
abrupt northerly bend about a mile above the river's mouth.
In August, 1915, I was able to examine the place. The lower
course of the river is swift at low water and rather narrow,
on which account all water-logged drift is washed away. Just
above the first abrupt turn (see the accompanying map), is a
gravelly bar in the river over which the water ripples; and a
well-informed local authority told me that sometimes, though
rarely, the tide flows over this bar and drowns out the rips.

Above, there is a long smooth swiftwater of considerable pitch

sweeping against the high gravel bank which forms the next
bend ; and in this swiftwater between bar and gravel bank the
highest tides must die out. Accordingly the present extreme
head of tide o? chis river appears to be just where the old plan
marks it.

^firamichi, Northwest. I have found no plan or map which
n AS head of tide on this river, but I will here place on record

some observations I was able to make in August, 1915. The
approximate site of tide head was fixed by local information as

a little above the great Island shown on the map about two miles

above the junction with the Little Southwest. Descending the
river one passes a fine line of red bluffs on the east bank (as

shown by the map), where a considerable rapid occurs. Then
for a long half mile the river runs through meadows, with a quiet

current showing some suggestion of rips, down to a marl;< '

small rapid called locally, I believe, School House Rapids. Just
above this rapid, on a sand bar on the east side, appear water-

logged stumps, logs, and other materials such a usually mark
the extreme tide head. Above this point, along the still-water

for some distance, occurs other scattered debris of this kind, but
it soon becomes scarce and vanishes. Below the School House
Rapids, however, the signs of tide head are abundant, in water-

logged wood, sodden banks, fresh pools on the sandy shores, and
so forth. From these facts collectively I infer that ordinary

tides do not rise over the School House Rips, but the highest

tides flood them, and die out in the long quiet reach above
without affecting the rapids at the red bluflfs. Unfortunately
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I was unable to confirm theae theoretical deductions from local
authority.

Tabusintac. In the earlier Note on this river (No. 101 this
Bullettn V 1908, 622), it is said.-"A mile or two above Trout

r'"°^ Vi^ s"°^
^^'«^ 't' as shown on the plans in the Crown

i-and Office), the well-nigh imperceptible current of the river
merges with the tide, with hardly a sign to mark their union
save only some water-logged wood upon the bottom " The
statement about the plans is true, but I have since found that
another plan in the Crown Land Office, showing the Luffbury
grant, marks the head of tide, very precisely, above Trout Brook
though much less than a mile, so that some movement seems
apparent smce then. This case should be re-studied more
carefully.

Tracadie. In the earlier Note on this river (No. 94 in this
BulleUn, V. 1906. 433) no special mention is made of this matteJ
but on a map containing my notes made during my trip along
this nver I find this,-" Head of tide is now certainly 200 or 300
yards higher up than Sadler marks it- but perhaps he did not
try to be accurate." Sadler's map, ^hich is in the Crown Land
Office, was made m 1838. This case should also be studied
again more carefully.

rokemouche. The head of tide is now about a mile above the

NotXr rT;-^' Z "'^'' ^ ^"" ^^^^"S pool, as mentioned inNote 102. BullcHn, V. 1906, 524. Tide head on St. Simon
involves a notable salt marsh {op. cit.).

f^f^f^f'n
'^^^ ^''^^ ^"^' ^^°"* three miles up this river

(Note 33. BuUeiin, IV. 1901. 319),-at a low fall, if I remembe
correctly.

Jacquet River. I examined this place in August. 1915 A
resident placed tide head about 300 or 400 yards below the BigRock a well-known and conspicuous landmark about a mileand three-quarters up the river. The Big Rock stands at thehead of a long pool below which is a rapid of a foot or two drop,
followed by a long Stillwater with quickwaters below. The
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highest tides, another resident said, come into this Stillwater,

but ordinary tides do not. Hence ordinary tide head is some-

what over a mile up the river. The Jtream is so swift that

water-logged wood has wo chance to collect at the tide head
proper.

Restigouche. The head of tide is marked on the Geological

Survey map. Its exact study in light of old records should give

especially interesting results, in view of the magnitude of the

river, and because of the remarkable way "in which the river and
tide meet over extensive sandy fiats.

136.

—

The West Branch of the South Branch of Nefisiguit,

AND the Central Plateau. ^'

Tear the center and highest part of the Central Highlands

of New Brunswick, lies the considerable stream named in the

title of this Note. It is very sketchily indicated on the maps,
and I have long desired to study it. Already on previous trips,

I had seen both its source and its mouth, but in August, 1914,

I was able to traverse its length, when I made the observations

which follow.*

The mouth of the stream was first marked on Berton's MS
map of the Main South Branch, of 1837, as noted in the descrip-

tion of that stream (Note 77; this Bulletin, V, 1903, 215),

while its source was first laid down on the MS. plans of 1881-2

by Samuel Freeze, who was the first to run the timl)er block

lines in that remote region. These plans, which show the source

lake and also a survey of some four miles of the north and

*I travereed the stream from mouth to source as part of a journey, from Bathurst to

Bolestown. I was accompanied by my friend, Mr. Leonard W. Smiih of Grangevlllr Kent.

County, and we carried our own outfit and provisions. We were driven irom Bathurst to the
Basin below Grand Fails; thence we crossed on foot to Gordon Broolc, Portage River and
Tomogonops and north to Nepisiguit, and Nine Mile Brook. After descending to the Iron
Mines for more provisions, we ascended the Nepisiguit on foot, mostly on the portage roads,

to above Devil's Elbow, crossed the great bare hills southward to Paradise Pond on the South
Branch Nepisiguit, followed this Branch to our West Branch, ascended the latter to its source,

went southwest along hunting trails to Half Moon Lalce, Skunk Lake. Hough Lake, Cover
Lake, Big Lake and the Crooked Deadwater, and thence along Henry Bralthwaite's portage
to Pleasant Ridge, whence we were driven to Bolestown.
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south part of the stream, are of course the basis of the crude
Sketch of the stream on Loggie's map of 1885 and the Geological
Survey map of 1887. In the years fro .895 to 1900, another
surveyor W. B. Hoyt, ran the remainder of the network of five-
mile block Imes over the rough country lying between Serpentine,
Nepisiguit and Miramichi waters, and sketched in the streams
»ncludmg our Branch, between them. Both Freeze's and Hoyfs
plans are of course preserved in the Crown Land Office, and they
form the foundation of the accompanying man. upon which,
however .s mclude! all of the information I have been able to
gather from various sources, including of course my own
observations.! Except for the four miles surveyed by Free.e
the stream is simply sketched from observation.

An interesting reference to this region, though not concerninR
our Branch directly, is contained in a series of articles by EHough, published with a small map in Forest and Stream for
October and November, 1902. wherein is described, in much

.Tl
^"<^^7'^^'-^"^^„of statement, a winter trip on snowshoesup the Little South Branch and across country to Half Moon

Lake, and thence out to Boiestown alogg Henry Braithwaite's
trails. The region was formerly a part of the hunting grounds
of Louis Bear, a fan>ous Indian hunter of whom tradition hasmuch to tell, an<i concerning whom some interesting notes are
given by Hough m his articles just mentioned (October 18, 308)-
compare also our earlier Note 123. The region embraced on
our map fals partly within the hunting grounds of Mr. Braith-
waite, who formerly hunted as far as Lost Man's Lake, though
most of the territory shown on the map is hunted by Mr. George
E. Gough, of North View. Victoria County, who takes sportsmen
every year to his several comfortable camps, shown on our map.

tl have been in correspondence with Mr. Krccze and Mr Hr.„» k„.i, . ..

mo.t obligingly to my requests for informltio . 1 had ^o"Z\^tl1 ^"'" """""'

that very Interesting region would have vi,.lH.H ,„ a ,
"'°"*!'' ""' ">^"^ P'^^er stirveyt In

of record, but appafentb they did not
^';'^;'!.

"Z"^'^'"'
^ adventures of a character worthy

map, but Mr. Hoyt tel, mL Lamed FL^lTke'^
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Mr. Gough, like Mr. Braithwaite ami Mr. Arthur PriiiRle of

Stanley, who hunt!) on the Main South Dianch, have been most

kind and helpful in sending inc full inform:\tion which has

rendered possible the comparative completenrss of the map.

The West Branch has its source in two small lakes as shown
by the map. \J\ion Hoyt's plans the two are merged erroneously

to one, whith is named Freeze Lake, —a name which is not now
in use by the hunters. Of the two I have seen only the western-

most, which is a shallow marsh-and-bog bordered pond lying in

a small depression of the plateau at an elevation above sea level

which must approximate, as shown by aneroid measurements,

close to 2,000 feet Presumably the other has a similar charac-

ter, since they are close together in the same kind of country.

They are certainly the most elevated lakes or ponds knowi! to

occur it» New Brunswick. At the time of my former visit, in

1906, they could well be described as the most remote and

inaccessil)lc in New Brunswick, but in 1907 Mr. Gough cut the

portage road and build the camp shown on the map.*

The outlet of the Lake flows sluggishly for a mile through

an alder and bog basin, indicating a former much greater extent

to the Lake; then it falls for a quarter mile through a little

bouldery ravine which would resei.ible a mountain torrent were

it not for the turbid pond water. These boulders are evidently

part of a morainic dam which holds up an extensive old lake

basin. Then the stream becomes quiet, and finally a deadwater

winding through a great alder and bog basin, with s(jmc open

moss barrens, representing collectiveK another ancient lake

basin, in the midst of which the stream swings to the eastward.

It then flows as a sand or gravel bottomed, alder-bordered,

gently rippling stream, one which could be travelled easily by

canoe, through a flat upland fir-clad countr>-, for some five

miles, receiving several streams, including one of large size from

the south. All this part of the stream is most i)leasant, a fact

*Thi9 former vi.Mt was made In 1906 ai a special side trip from .in expeditiDii to the Hiiitcea

of the Lower North Branch of the Little Southwest Miraiiiichi, as (icscribed in Note 104 (thi*

BttlUlin, V. 1907, .527). My sole companion at that time, as upon many other journeys into

the intcriur of New Brunrwiuk, was my friend and L-jiitrjS':'^ Frme:!?tj: Atlirir H. Pi^fC':-, Hr-

died of pneumonia on February 30, 1914.

M mmm
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mouth, when it gradually become* quieter and finally twings
around to join the Main South Branch, »1 Ich it seems fully to
equal in wze,* at a low angle in a flat basin. The elevation ol

this junction is about 1,400 feet, as shown by data on the
detailed map of the Main South Branch given with Note 77;
and accordingly the stream falls at least 400 feet in this easterly
part, this fall representing, obviously, the drop from the plateau
to the next lower level.

An incidental feature of the stream impressed upon us by
resultant difficulties of travel, was the presence along its banks
of great areas of trees blown down by a recent storm. We found
them in several areas,—first near the mouth of the Branch,
here and there on the way up to the southerly turn, and especially
a mile or two up this part, where they were at their worst. We
met them again from time to time still higher, and along the
hunting trail from the source Lakes to Half Moon Lake. In
places the trees were not only blown down in great windrows,
but were thrown about at all angles in a way to show that it

was not simply the strength of a wind from one direction that
levelled them, but twisting effects due to some unusual influence.

In places, indeed, there stood trunks of which tops had been
simply twisted off. The particular storm which caused this

destruction was the great one of June 5th i914. described in a
foregoing Note (page 111), as I am told by Mr. Gough, who
writes:—"The big wind, from the northwest, was at night after
the big storm during the day. The snow was soft, and loaded
the trees. This weight on the trees, and the heavy wind, with
the ground soft around the ro<Jts of the trees, combined to uproot
them." That such a phenomenon is not unique in this region
is shown by a note om the Freeze plan of 1881-2, which reads thus
for a place just south of the big northerly turn,—"The growtl.
of wood here has evidently been blown down by a hurricane
from the North West. It is now covered with a thick growth

•Indeed, on sketch plan« sent me by Mr. Gough. the West Branch is named Big South
Branch. This name is ut, d by him, I presume, lor convenience of distinction from the LitUe
South Branch northwest of his principal camp, rather than in conviction that it represenU the
main stream, it is a Mucstiua wliith tarrit-a tiie more water or has the longer course, but
geogrBphlcally the main stream Is the one which rises near Big Bald Mountain.

mu
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from information kindly sent me by Mr. Arthur Pringle, of
Stanley, who hunts in that region. The northern margin is
formed in part by the Nictorian Valley earlier described (Note
77).* As to the remainder of the ma r-in, I have these data to
present. Westward from Goug> '*« ca;;.;., bis portage road,
after first rising considerably, n ike- an iram. -se descent, of
400 or 500 feet I judged, into a v(i( at vailf y )ccupied by the
Little South Branch of Nepisigrc"' hi,!; evidently cuts as
deeply into the country as the main South Branch to the east-
ward. Further, Meridian Brook lies also in a deep valley,
apparently connecting with that of the Little South Branch, as
shown by data sent me by Mr. Hoyt. who says of this brook,—
"standing in the hills above its source and looking in the
direction of the true meridian, you take in the whole valley to
its junction with the Nepisiguit," and '^orne aneroid measure-
ments he has sent me fully confirm this statement. Moreover
Mr. Gough tells me that three-quarters of a mile north of his
camp, this brook makes a great drop into a very deep gulley.
Hence the northern margin of the plateau must lie approximately
as drawn on the map, though perhaps I have made the Little
South Branch Valley too great. Farther west I know from
various sources that a tongue from this plateau extends north
between Bubar Brook and the Little South Branch, though I
am uncertain how far. Presumably it is continuous with Mount
Edward, though it cannot extend much farther, since, as M-.

•In addition to the statements concerning this Nictorian ValUy «iven on „aKe 22i of f ote
77. Mr. Hoyt has sent me the followinK infornuition;- •'Silver Broolc. with it. right handbranch, rising near the head of the Man.ozekel. pursues a reniaricably straight .asterly coursedown to the bend, aoout a mile or a little more from its mouth, occupying throughout it, coursea deeply cut channel between high mountains. At the turn It enters ., flat, which flat continue,^sterly across the northerly base of Feldspar Mountain and the mouth of Little South BranchNepisiguit and keeps easterly along the northerly base of the Mount Walker range Further
east, on n.y most easterly line 1 crossed, about three miles south of the Nepisiguit. a deep dry

'^AT-rt
'""°!'°" '" '"'' «<=''' """» estimates it as 5()0 feet deep and about one-half milewide. This ravine has every appearance of an ancient river bed though now perfectly dry

M?v X? ''"o*'
'"'"""'' ''"'* ^"''^''^ »'' f" »' "-e eye can reach, and coalesces. I thinkw> h the Main South Branch a mile or two east of my point of observation. The t^pl o"t

hills on each side are characterized by moraine-like patches of boulder. Uesterh I h iveevery reason to suppose it runs along the northerly b.ase of the Walker-Go ,11-.Mane range

the H'eV°.'"H
' '"'"'' '"'"'" °' "' ^'^'" ''^°°''" ^hese localities are made plain by

B.... K?
""" •'^^"'P-'nyin.'! >f»te .la The sa:ne ravine i, mentioned by ProfessorBailey m his account of hU exploration, in this region. ^Canadian Sat»rati». 1864)
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Hoyt has told me. Silver Brook cuts right across this countrv

^zz^iZe'^Ti ^'-\fr .^^'^ '^"^ one^'^rrernr;aescriDed (Note 29), from which rises Mount CarlPtnn th.
haghest land in the Province. Northwest ofTa aisk t"; ^ospecjally traced the margin of the block, but I presu^ !

Mamozekel. Of course our Central Plateau block is senar;,f*.Hby the streams afore-mentioned from others, whl^h for cones'are not shown on our map. But I purpose to map them aU asfar as I can, m a forthcoming Note.

137.-THE Physiographic Apexes of New Brunswick.

wicJIhrreTnterlT'^^f'^
~"*"'"'"^' '' ^°^« ^ew Bruns-wick three mterlockmg dramage systems, has three nhvsiographic apexes. First, there is the point whe the three

tZ^^t ^'"c
"'' ^' '''' ^''"^ '"^^ P^-^"t drainage cycle walestabhshed. Second, there is the point where ^he p esindramage systems center. Third, there is the point whch"

level Ihe '' "T"' " ^'^"^''°" ^^°- the 'drainage balevel.- the sea. Borrowmg a terminology from the biological

rrXl'o"' r\'"T'^ ^'^ *^^^^ ^''^ respectt^ts'th
morphological, physiological, and anatomical physiLaohicapexes. Originally, in theory at least, all three are cSnbut m course of time, with irregular erosion and tectoSc1"^
ments. they move apart; or. to be accurate, the second andthird move from the first, which of course is permanently fixedHow IS It with respect to these three apexes in New BrunsS
M ^u'^'u^^^

morphological apex, at which our FundianNorthumbrian and Laurentian river systems originally met'r s tco^dr';
*!;\^'^'' ''""^"^^^' ^"^ TeaVerBrk

rsTiriXtf-"^'^--^^^^
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Second, the physioIoKi< 1 apex, at which the three drainaRc
systems meet, lies within the limits of the map accompanvinsr
the preceding Note, as there marked, for here occur sources of
the Nepisiguit (a true Laurentian River even though now
aifluent to Bay Chalear). of the Miramichi. a Northumbrian
River, and of the Serpentine, a Fundian River. When this
region will have been mapped more accurately, one will have onl\-
to note the extreme sources of the streams in question and f^nd
the highest point in the triangle between them, and then, if ho
will, he can place his foot upon this very apical spot.

Third, the anatomical apex, the highest point above sea
level lies without question at approximately 2,700 feet, on the
summit of Mount Carleton, south of Nictor Lake, as shown in
Note 72. This elevation apex lies about fifteen miles northwest
of the drainage apex shown on the foregoing map.

.•is. -A Post-Glaciai. Gorge Sixty Years of Age.

While descending the North ^-at Branch of the JMagaguada-
vic River by canoe last summ . attention was caught by a
pretty little "post-glacial" goi^ sed by the highwav bridge
at York Mills, southwest of Harvey in York County. It has
a fall, now dammed, at its head, and vertical rock walls, with a
rough rapid bed filled by the stream. I estimated its length as
some fifty yards, with a depth of some twelve to fifteen feet, and
about the same width. Thus the gorge is only a miniature,
but is othsrwise very perfect and typical in its characteristics.
Looking about, from force of habit, for a "pre-glacial" channel,
I found it a few rods to the eastward, crossed by a high stont'
dam and roadway. It showed, however, an unexpected feature,
for it was deeper and wider than the post-glacial channel, while
completely unobstructed except for the modern dam. Why
then should the waters have cut through the ledges? Deeply
puzzled, I sought counsel from the proprietor of the grist mill
at the dam. who immediately provided the solution. The
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post-glacial gorge is newer than the da.n. which was built oniv^ome s.xty y,..,rs ago (or a litt'e more). It originated n a

Z^Z:^:r' "T^ "^ ^^eled^eroc^ at thisp.aH providan outlet for superriuous water from the millpond. The rockshowever, are very soft, and tho rush of the water with lid o;he frost, gradually cut the gorge now so strik ng Fu'herh.s channel worked so far back that it threatened to draine pond.- on wl ich account a dam had to be built a l' ! ^h.ad. A new spdlway has recently been opened over the lej.es

of heTrst ^:r"
""' ^"' '''''^'^'' -" -P-^ ^he hist^^yoi tne hrst, givmg origin to a second gorge.
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